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Abstr~t
This paper discusses a methodology for multisuategy
data analysis based on the application of diverse
teaming and ~ery pmgr~n~ and toois and how it
appmachos some of the diff’u:ulties posed by the
knowledge discovery task. Research in the area of
integrated learning systems has led to the
develolnent of INIFN, an intelligent assistant for
discovering knowledge in large databases. The
architecture of IN].~-~I is based on the interaction of a
number of knowledge generation operators -
manifestations of diverse learning tools within a
uniform environment. E~mmples of the system’s
application to d~__!~bases consisting of world economic
and demographic facts demonsWate its operation.
During its development, INLEN has encountered
~oblems inherent in the application of symbolic
learning progrmns to database analysis that do not
appear in the laboratory environment; such problems
are described, and the responses to these problems
that have been built into INI.FN are discussed.

InUroducfion
As the amount of electronically available information has
grown, it has become both critically important and
increasingly difficult to analyze the data to derive desired
knowledge from them. Traditionally, tools for data
analysis have employed mostly statistical concepts and
methods. These methods can be particularly useful for
such tasks as detecting statistical trends, correlations
between attributes, data distributions, etc. They are,
however, limited in the typeS of knowledge and regularities
they can derive from data.

For example, a statistical analysis can detect a
correlation between given factors, but cannot produce a
conceptual explanation why such a correlation exists, nor
can it formulate any specific quantitative and/or qnalilative
law(s) responsible for this correlation. A statistical
technique can determine a central tendency and variability
of some properties, or fit a curve to a set of datapoints, but
it ccmnot explain them in terms of causal dependencies or
qualitative relationships. Atm’butes that define a $imil~rity
and the measures of similarity involved must be given in
advance. In short, these techniques require that an

interpretation of the findings - a "conceplmml" analysis of
data - be It~’l’mmed by a hmnan analyst. As the quantity
of available data increases, the complexity of such an
analysis can easily outstrip human capabilities.

Because of this, the machine learning community has
taken an interest in the problem of knowledge extraction
from databases. Machine learning approaches can
overcome some of the limilations inherent in traditional
dam analysis methods. For instance, consm~tive induction
and deduction methods can improve the data description
space based on the nature of the data itself, the knowledge
learned by the discovery system, and/or the background
knowledge provided by the domain expert. Symbolk
learning methods have the advantsge of representing their
knowledge in such a way that it is very easy for users to
understand and explain the meaning of the discovered
knowledge.

Machine learning researchers have developed an
~nt of danmin-independ~t lxogrems that can each
perform a narrow set of symbolic learning tasks. The
weakness of these programs is the fact that they are so
task-specific. No conceptual clustering program, for
example, can generate equations governing quantitative
data, create rules distingni.xhing betwe~ classes of objects,
select representative examples from a larger _d-_+t~base, or
improve a rulcset based on new data.

In genmul, depending on the situation and the data itself,
an analyst may be seeking:
¯ The most important fact~ influencing the observed

behavior of a system or a process ami their relationship.
m this behavior.

¯ The functional or logical dependencies that exist
among concepts and atuibetes in the database.

¯ A means of determining whether a certain condition is
lr~xment.

¯ The most Hluslrative examples of a given behavior.
¯ A listing of the elements of a system that are not

behaving according to the assumed modeL
¯ The best actions to be taken given the observed

behavior.
¯ An understanding of how a system is changing over

time, and what types of future behavior can be
anec pmed.
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¯ A concise description of the data that will highlight the
imporlaat trends ~ exceptions.

¯ An orgaaisation of the data into a useful hierarchy of
categoric.

¯ A meaningful consolidation of facts from different
sources that can be of use in I~_ncm discevery.

* A collection of elements extracted from a large pool of
data that the analyst is likely to find interesting or
useful.

Recent research in multistrategy learning (e.g.,
Micha~i & Tecuci 1991; 1993) has attacked the problem
of integrating diverse learning tools into composite systems
whose wholes may exceed the snm.~ of their parts, in order
that single systems may provide mnny of these aaswers on
request.

One such approach to this problem, called INq.~N,
applies an integrated system to the specific Im3blem of
knowledge discovery in databases (Ka~ Michalski 
Ker~hberg t991). It was designed to overcome some of
the limitations of statistical data analysis by applying
advanced methc~ of machine learning; Its at~itectxwe
integrates database, knowledge base and machine learning
technologies into a single package for data analysis and
knowledge discovery. In doing so, it offers a dam nn,lyst
a powerful tool for discovering p~tte~ns of non-statisticai
nature, determining logic-style data descriptions, and
producing jnstifi~tions or explanations of the discovered
patens (Michntski et al. 1992).

Symbolic learning programs, such as those t~ cvmwise
maay of INLEN’s available tools, can detmnine rules for
distinguishing between many classes of items, find
conceptually useful ways to group objects, apply
knowledge in order to Ixedict migg~ V~U~ in a dgtA
select representative subsets of a large data set best suited
for a particular learning task, etc. The rations learning and
discovery programs in I~.Elq are accessed in the form of
knowledge generation operators (KGOs) that can 
applied in sequence, with each KC_~ capable of ~ng
advantage ofits predecessor’s f’mdings. Because of the
symbolic nature of these ~ and their adaptability to
different problems, this methodology is well-suited for
many donmlns in which databases contain a large nmnber
of records and attributes, and in which the results of
analysis must be understood by both experts and non-
experts.

"Fne conceptual architecture - employing a large set of
spf~igliT.ed opeA’ato~ 88 toOis that may be called upon
when needed- has been employed in docaains other than
knowledge discovery in databases. For instance,
CONDOR (Swat 1992) follows a similar philosophy in the
domnin of computer vision. Here, different operators (e.g.,
edge detection) are invoked by a heuristic-based control
engine in aa attempt to recognize different viewed objects.

Among ether efforts to apply multistrategy methods to
data analysis are several systems in~g symbolic
learning. For example, Alexander, Bonissone and Ran
(1993) have developed a system for discovering knowledge

that can be used to improve marketing strategies. It
combines the C4.5 decision tree learning program (Qulnlaa
1990) with a statistical mmlysis system in order to extract
infcm~atim from a sales database. REC~N (Simoadis et.
ul. 1994) combines inductive and deductive reasoning into
a general-~ knowledge discovery envinmmant. In
cempufise6 with these systems, INLEN focuses mote on
symbolic learning operators, .and is designed for the
incorporation of a large number of tools, rather titan just
me or two for inductive reasoning. By necessity, thlg lead8
to aa increase in the complexity of the system’s
infrasmzcUa’e aad its knowledge base.

This paper describes the INLEN architecture, presents
examples of INLHN’s discovery process through its
application to the analysis of several databases con~4ing
of worm economic and demographic facts, .and then
presents some of the problems inherent in applying
mul~trategy symbolic learning to knowledge discovery
and the way in which they have affected the development
of INl.b-’Jq. We conclude by stm~mari~ng ~ developm_ent
status of INLi~I, the advantages a~! current limitatiofls of
this methodolegy, 8Bd outlin~ the plang for fttlnre resea-¢h.

The INLEN Methodology

The INL~N system integrates a database, knowledge base
and machine learning technologies into a unified
knowledge discovery environment (Figure 1). The
system’s components consist of a relational database, a
knowledge base, and three sets of Ol~ratc~ (g~,,fmJn,
Michaiski & Kers~berg 1991). The database is used for
storing data, and can be modified by the user through data
mmut~em~nt operators. The knowledge base stmes and
maintains rules, equations, decision procedures,
~tatlve examples* and. cou~ hierarchies that are
employed in the process of data ~nntysis and knowledge
discovery. The knowledge base is.made up of know/edge
segments, which store declarative, procedural, and
exemplary knowledge about the application. This
knowledge may inclade the domains of the atlributes,

knowledge relevant to the problem, discovered
knowledge, and any knowledge entered or modified by the
user. The coutems of theknowledge base can be modified
by an expert through/mow/edge mamagement operators.

central discovery engine of the system consists of a
set of opmato~ c~ited tmTw/edge generation operators,
that invoke learning, discovery and inference IXOgtm~ to
perform data analysis tasks. These opmamrs take input
from the database and/or knowledge base, and produce
outputs that enhance the data and/or knowledge bases.
These opomors ave adept at diver~e tasks, such as learning
symbolic rules to differentia~ among several classes of
dam items, conceptually dividing a data set into two or
more groups (conceptual clustering), modifying the
p~z"-~tafion space into eee more suitable for a particular
learning task through feature selection or constructive
induction, tesfing.a set of knowledge for con-~stency with
respect to new data, and predicting values fc~ ntissmg data.
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Figure I. High-Level Aw, hitecture of INI.EN

The application of these opemtofs is controlled by the
user, while the system extracts the necessary information
from the data and knowledge bases to complete the input to
the learning operator. In the knowledge base more
infomation is mMntained ttm n the operators might zetura
in stand-alone mode; facts nnd links !hm might be useful to
another operator in the future are stored in the output
knowledge segments. For instance, if a rule learning
opemtof is used to f’md conditions distinguishing between
two sets of _~__ta records, INLEN will retain not only the
discovered rules, but also the learning mode and
parameters used, an emimmo of the infof~onal value of
the rules and their component conditions, And link~ to the
records that satisfy the rule. This information may be later
accessed by a user of another ~, such as a ~on
engine of a program fof selecting representative examples
from the dataset.

The idea of such a mulU-operator approach to
knowledge discovery was fofmalated by Michalski in the
1980s. The first such effort, from which INLEN derived
much of its conceptual architecture, was the QUIN system
(Query and Infm~ace), a combined database m~masement
and data analysis environment (Michalski, Baskin 
Spacknum 1982; MicbAl~ki & Baskin 1983; Spackman
1983).

Among the knowledge generation opemtofs employed
by INLEN are ones for rule generation (from sets or
sequences of examples), decision tree generation (from
exmnples of rules), equation generation (frem quantitative
and qualitative data), conceptual cluster and taxonomy
formation, knowledge transformation (e.g., through
abstraction, generalization, or incremental learning),
representation space modification (through feature
selection, constructive induction, and attribute
quantization), event set generation (through example
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selection, simulation or prediction), relational ~_rmlysis
(through statistical and non-statistical metrics), knowledge
testing for consistency and completeness, and concept
visualization. The programs that form the foundations fof
these operators are cited and described individnally in
(Michaiski et al. 1992).

These operators also represent various knowledge
transmutations as are catalogued in Mie/mlxki’s Inferential
Theory of Learning (Michalski 1993). For instance,
learning classification rules from examples involves an
inductive generalization transmutation; conceptual
clustering is an act of inductive agglomeration;
representation space modification can consist of
generation, selection of abstraction transmutations; and
knowledge-based prediction of missing values incofpom~
a similization transmutation.

An important feature of the knowledge generation
operatofs iS that many of them allow the user to define
parameters and tailor their performance to a specific
learning task. In this way, the user (data analyst) can
specify from among the re+my possible outputs consistent
with the data and pinpoint which type of knowledge is
likely to be most useful. Two examples below illustrate
the choices of parameters when using a knowledge
generation operator.

One of the backbone abilities of INLEN is rule learning
from examples, performed using the AQ15c learning
engine (Wnek et al. 1995). The user can accept the default
parameters or instruct the program to bias its rule selection
toward either highly specific characu~’iza~us, short rules
fof diso~mi~on, a set of maximally simple rules, or rules
that tend to ~ of avoid specific amibutes if at all
possible. The user can also create and specify a different
set of preferen~ criteria.

Another knowledge generation operator is based on an
extension of the PROMISE program (Bairn 1982). 
examines the set of attributes in the database and ranks
them according to their applicability to a given
classification problem. The user can then learn from the
subset of the data consisting of only the attributes likely tO
be mofe relevant to the learning task and, in doing so,
imn~ovc ~ C~iCieUCy Of the legfuing pt-oceg8 81~ decfeAl~
the likelihood of spurious knowledge being discovered.
This cpemt~ can be applied in two modes. In the first,
each attribute’s overall discrimination ability is calculated
using an information fain metric simU~" to that used by the
CA.5 (Qalnlan 1990) family of algofitlnm. As such, it 
useful in the building of decision trees of other procedural
stmcttu~. The second mode focuses en the ~teS most
likely to produce concise rules; it selects auributes that
contain some values that dism’iminate very well between
classes, even if most of the other values provide little
utility in classifying the examples.
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Exemplary Application: Discovery in
Economic and Demographic Domains

l~.k~q and the programs that have been adapted for use as
its operators have been applied to learning and discovery
problems in such d0~ins as engineering design, disease
diagnosis, intemgeuce ~fhering and economic ~ysis
(e.g., Arciszewski et eft. 1992; Michalski et ul. 1992). The
following example illustrates the role an intelligent agent
caa play in the discovery of knowledge from data:

The United States government maintains records of
the import and export., of goods from various
countries of the world. The different products and
raw materials are divided and subdivided into
different categories. In the early 1980s the data
showed a sharp decline in the import of trucks from
Japan, while there was a corresponding increase in
imports from Japan in the auto parts category. It
took several years before analysts noticed that fact
and concl~led that Japan was shipping the chassis
and truck beds separately to the US, where they
would be subsequently assembled, thereby avoiding
a high US tar~Oe on imported trucks that was
directed primarily at Europe and had been on the
boo~ since World War H. When United States
analysts inferred this, the US and Japan commenced
trade negotiations pertaining to the import of
trucks.

How much.sooner would that trend have been noticed
had a discoveaT program been applied to the data and
pointed out to an ~nnlyst the opposite changea; in two
related categories? How much revenue did the
undiscovered troth.cost the US befme they.could _t’mAny
work out a new agreemenz with Japan? Noticing economic
trends and patterns is a:difficult task, as hmnans can easily
get ovegwhelmed by the.amount of.row data.

Based on such motivations, the mmlysis of ectmmnic and
demographic data has become cue of the focus domains for
INI.P~T developmaat and testing. These.¢xpedmems have
involved two similar data sets -.one provided by the World
Bank consisting of informa_t_ton on 95 attributes in 171
couaU~es for the period of 1965 to 1990, and one extracted
from the 1993 World Factbook (CIA 1993) containing
several databases of information on 190 cocmtries. Two
examples of such experiments and results follow. The first
illustrates ~e passage of knowledge from operator to
operator as a concise description of the goal concept is
formulated. The second illuswates how the backgronnd
information in the knowledge base may expose anomalous
dAtA:

Distinguishing Between Two Regions’
Development Patterns
An e~efiment that se~ves as aa example of the linkage of
different learning and discovery methods focused on

distinguishing between development pattetas in Eastern
Europe and East Asia 0ganrmnn 1994). A sequence of
opm-amrs consisting of attribute selection, conceptual
clustering, nile gene~ration based on set charact~7~ti~,
and rule optimi~,tiou combined to generate the output
conclusions. After the featare set was pazed down to those
econmnic indicatm,s deemed more likely to differentiate
the two regions, a conceptual clustering opmator based on
CLUSTER/2 (Mie~kkl & Stepp 1983) determined that
one way of disfingulghing between the typical1 Eastern

country and rite typical Far Eastern country was
through examining the country’s changein the percentage
of its pupulmion in the labor fca, ce between 1980 real 1990.
Most of the European countries had a ~ force change
below a dueshold determined for the region by the learning
program, while most of the Asian countries had changes
above their region’s threshold.

Based on this, the rule learning operat_~, based on the
AQISc inductive learning pmgnan (Wnek et al. 1995), was
thea called upon twice- lust in characteristic mode to
categorize the commoDgliU08 8nlOilg the Asian-like
countries (those above their regional tln~sholds) and
8moug the European-like counlries (thOse below their
regional thresholds), and then in discrlminant role-
optimizing mode to condmse the lengthy chatact~,s,tions
from the previous set (4-8 conditions per rule) into the
following simple decisica rules:
Country is Asbm-Like if:.
A.1 Change in Labor Force Par~pmim > slisht_sain,

(9 countries)
O[

B.1 Winking ABe Population ~ 64%,
2 IMe Expecm~ is in 60s. (2 countries)

Country is Em’eq[~m-Llke if:
A.I Life Expectmwy ts not in 60s,

2 Change in Labor Force Participation is nero- 0 or
de,rasing, (7 countries)

or
B.1 Percentage of Labor Force in Indnstry k 40.

(2 co~Ur/es)
The rules show that the features aside from change in

labor force participation instrumental in distinguishing
between the Emupean-style and Asian-style develolmumt
patterns include life expectat~, working age population
and degree of industrialization. In both the Asian- and
European-Like cases, the first vale accounted for most of
the countries fitting the class, while the second one
described the remainder.

ldenflflmfion of an Unusual Example
Because INLEN’s knowledge base nminmlns records of the
training data that supports the discovered rules, this
infmmation can be used to group the records within a
particular class. For example, when the AQ15c rule
generation operator was called upon to characterize the 13
counlries of South America, it came up with two distinct
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characterizations - one describing the majority of the
countries, and the second describing the other four:
Ecuador, French Guyana, Peru and Venezuela. By
suggesting that these two subgroups of countries may have
significant commononalities among themselves, the
program has ~ a classification scheme for further
investigation.

Another experiment clearly indicates bow INLEN can
detect interesting facts within the subgroups it creates.
While the subgroups in a demographic domain may
indicate that member countries of regions have something
in common, notable exceptions may be exposed when one
of the members of these constructed subsets shows a
marked dissimilarity to the rest of the group. These
exceptions in turn may prove be a springboard for
additional discovery.

INLEN discovered several rules from the World
Facthook PEOPLE database characterizing the countries
with low (less than 1% per year) population growth
(]~!ffnmn & Michal.~J~i 1996a). One of the rules bad three
conditions that together were sufficient to distingnigh 19
low growth countries from all of the cmmtries with higher
population growth rates. The rule is shown h¢~ with three
weights attached to each condition: Pos represents the
number of positive examples (countries with population
growth rates below 1%) satisfying the condition, Neg
represents the number of negative examples (countries with
population growth rates above 1%) satisfying the
condition, and Supp, defined as Pns / (Pos + Neg) 
percent, represents an approximate measure of the degree
of support that the condition alone provides for the
conclusion that a country might have a pop~lat_ion growth
rate below 1%.
Conditions characterlz4ng Countries with Population
Growth Rates below 1%: ~ ~t

1 Birth Rate = lO to 20 or ovef 50 46 20 69
2 Predmninant Religion is not defined 40 68 37

as Muslim or Mixed or Buddhist or
Clu-istiaa or Tibetan

3 Net Migration Rate ~ +20 32 104 23
Tne first and strongest condition states that the country

must have a low (under 20 per 1000 population) of very
high (over 50) birth rate. The presence of a very high birth
rate is extremely counterintuitive; using the links in the
knowledge base, one may examine the 19 countries
involved. Such aa inspection points oat that 18 have birth
rates below 20, while only one, M~lawi, has the high birth
rate. INT.EN had thereby identified aa exception to normal
patterns. When further learuing was focused on Malawi, a
massive outward net migration rate was discovered, by far
the most extreme migration rate in the world. Further
application of the knowledge discovery operators can then
explore the conditions unique to Malawi and hypothesize
whine else they might take place in the future.
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Database Analysis Based on Multistrategy
Learning

The previous sections discussed and provided examples of
the architecture and major components of INLEN.
Through the sequential application of KGOs, a user can
link diffefcot learning and discovery programs into a
stream of tasks. Many of the ¢pemmrs are besed on
machine learning Wogrsms that were not designed for the
analysis of large databases, but were instead written based
on the assumption that they would be operating in a
supervised learning environment. As a result, they often
have the following ~cs:

(1) Their infmeace methods are tailored to simple
nominal of linear feature domains without rich
domain knowledge.
(2) It is assumed that most of an example" s attribute
values will be provided.
(3) All of the infmmation relevmt to a problem will
be available in one location.

Unfmtunmely, these conditions do not always bold when
exploring a real-world database. The attributes in the data
may be based on complex hierarchies, lattices and
gradmions of concepts. Many of the fields in the data may
be missing due to incomplete infmmation. And the goal
knowledge may be only attainable through the extraction
and Gombi _nw~n of information from multiple somces.

These problems have been addressed by the knowledge
generation epemtc~ in ]NH~. ECLFd¢ suppm~ learning
with complex structured data types. Not only can a user
def’me a data attribute to be hierarchically structured, one

also desisu~ Bodes within the hierarchy as asc~r
nodes - especially significant foci for learning,
gene~li,~tion and specialization (Kauf~mn & Michalski
1996b). The jnstif’gation behind the selection of such
nodes is that we tend to weight the significance of nodes in
a classiftcation hierarchy unevenly. For instance, a red
delicious is an apple, which is a kind of fruit, which is a
type of food. In everyday usage, we will not thing of a
given red delicious at each of those different levels of
abstraction with equal frequency.

Cognitive scientists speak of bask level nodes within a
generalization hierarchy whose children share many
sensorially recognizable commonalities (Rosch et al.
1976). Other factors that help to characterize a node’s
utility compared to those at higher or lower levels of
abstraction are concept typicality (bow common are the
features of this concept among its sibling concepts), and
the coutext in which the concept is being used (gnmesch
1988; Kubat, Bratko & Michalski 1996). Each of these
factors affects the selection of a particular level of
abstraction in m~i~ clescriptkms.

By encoding the relative utility of the nodes into the
knowledge representation of a discovery system, the
system can wesent discovered knowledge that focuses on
the mm~ useful levels of abstraction wheat possible. We
will typically prefer to see the classification roles "An
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object belongs to Class 1 if it is an apple" or "An object
belongs to Class 1 if it is a fruit" instead of "An object
belongs to Class 1 if it is a red delicious" of "An object
belongs to Class I if it is food."

Another important feature in INLEN’s structured dam
representation is its ability to wcfk with multiple views of
the data (Km~frmm & Mi¢lmlski, 1996b). Consider 
application in which a marketing specialist is trying to
target the cnst~n~rs who are most likely, to be inlerested in
a new product. A oustomerdatabase may have extensive
inf~ou including the model of the automobile driven
by the customer, Au~obiies may in turn be Ol’~aniT~l
according to manufacun~,:type (e,g., sedan, sporm car,
statiou wagon), ltmce, year, etc. One may not know prior
to a kamin8 taskwhich classificatiou view will provide the
most concise and useful knowledge. Also, more than one
view may generate the best rules for detenni~g whether a
customer is. likely to buy the product. A decision rule, for
example, may include the condition that likely buyer will
often drive European station wagons, while the
specificatiou of the type of vehicle or manufacturer alone
may not give an accurate representation of the customer’s
I~Opel~ties. I~.l~q’S gene~liTm_ion engine aotommie~lly
selects from the possible ways of expressing a set of
attn~te values (in.this case the automobile medeis.that are
European.station wagons)a concise representatiou of the
knowledge.

INLEN’s knowledge generation operators have also
been e~hRnced to cope with the problem of incomplete data
sets. Expe~’iments with sparse ~ exposed some of the
limi~ion$ of these opelators, leading to modificgfious in
which the logical implications of unknowns are more
rigoronsly encoded into the learning algoritlnn. For
example, in the AQ fmnily of programs, attributes with
unknown values are represented as .having all of their
values under consideration. A stipulation in earlier
versionsof the .program :required that gene~li,Atious of
examples with unknown values for some attributes
maintain consistency by permitting those amamtes to lake
any value. While this wil! guarantee rigorous consistency
with the data, trouble arises when many examples have
only a few known attribute values. Gene~liztng just a few
of them together creates a siVmfion in which noshing can he
assumed about Any featore.

As an e~le of a donmin in which this may be a real
problem, intelligent agcuts, me being.developed to scan text
and smnmafize it based on key words in several categories
of intea~st to the user. Articles often will oaly COBtMn key
words in a few of these.categedes, leading to a very empty
database. The relationships amoug entries in the various
categeries will often be.tenuoas ones given.that for much
of the data, oue.or mine of these fields will.be empty. In
such a domain a discovery program must be able to sift
through the information that is present without getting lost
in that which is missing. Atthe expense of some additional
computational complexity, the knowledge generation
operators in I~-~:N have been modified in such a way thin
they can now generate knowledge consistent with what

facts have been made available, without ~dhering to the
assmnption tlwt unknowns must be gcueralized to take on
all values. With the relaxation of this condition, a learning
engine.osndete~ Inore Szlbstantial relati0o~hins.

Another aspect of this research approw,~s the.problem
¯ of knowledgeextraction from distributed sources. The
INSIGHT program (Ribeim, Kaufma~ & Kerschberg.
1995) is being developed as aa operator to perform 
knowledg~dtiven search through multiple databases, The
combinatorial cost of combining separate data sets is
avoided through INSIGHT’s mechanism of finding
relationships .between a database and the knowledge
generated frem mmther database,

In order to facilitate the interface with INSIGHT and
Other opera~rs, ]NLEN mRinmins informatiou on the
database reco~ relevant to each rule in its knowledge
base. As was shown above in the population growth
example, a.use for.these linh i8 tO enabie Ihe idcutifm:atiou
of significant cinstets of exceptious. Another use is to
allow the measurement of the degree of match between a
role and a set of recot~ in a second database mmehing a
given set of mnditious. A high degree of retch my
suggest a ]ink~e between the two co~-pts. For example,
a role describing the clima~ of a country may be cross-
referenced with a database of natural di~stets. Ifa class of
nateraldisaster occurred in a set of countries gimilar to I~
set of countries covered by the cllm~ rule, it may suggest
a relatioaship betwem the clim~ and that kind of disaster.

Conclusion
The INI.k’:N methodology is based on the applicatiou of a
wide variety of machine learning and inference pmgmns
for the purpose of discovering knowledge frmn databases
and providing, concise .ccmceptual explanations of their
findings. "Htese diverse mnehine iemning and inference
tools c~a work in conjunction with traditional statistical
tools. Ammg the major advantages of this medmdolo~ is
its emphasis on providing conceptually understaudable
results of d~__a_ RnaLvsis due to the logie-style descriptions it
generates. Another advantage is its meduladty ~t mAt-~_
it easy to add new knowledge geaemtien operat0cs.

The examples shown above involved just. a few of the
knowledge generation opermms in II~-~. The system is
growing steadily as operaters are enlmnced and added to its
envimmnem; while still in prototy~ from, it already has
nmay fanctimal opermms.

This report ~ a work in progress in which new
capabilities have been added over the course of its
development, Among the limitations of the current
implementation are the facts that it stgl awaits integration
with stsl/stieal data arml~is methods and that there is still
too much reliance on the data analyst for guidance in the
selection of operate~ and the setting of Ixtrameters. In
pmrtiodar, the methodology is sWongly bmnan-drivea,.and
an area of ongoing research is seeking to develop a reliable
means to automate the discovery process. Another
limitation is portability; while futm’e versioas of INLEN
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will run on other platforms, it is cmrently limited to PC-
based systems.

As described above, topics of current research include
the development of methods for autmnated dam abstractiou
and the Analysis of distributed databases. Futtwe projects
include the addition of tools for creating new attributes for
imwoved perfmmance (constructive induction) based 
the AQ17-MCI methodology (Biuedom et al. 1993). This
methodology combines data-driven construction of
attributes bused on the detection of relatianghips between
attributes, hypothesis-driven construction of attributes
based oa patterns detected in preliminary mlesets, and
statisticaily-based operators fog qnanti7sttion of continuous
nlmle.~cal 8Ltributes and snmmarization of notable groups
of e~amples (e.g., a region’s average per capita income
over a 10 year period).

Another enhancement wW be the development and
incorporation of a high-level language for knowledge
discovery. Such a tool will attack one of the limitations of
the system mentioned above, namely that the knowledge
discovery process must be closely supervised at present.
With the addition of a knowledge discovery language, a
user will be able to program in sequences of operators,
along with instructions or heuristics detailing what
conditions should cause them to be invoked. The system
will be able to follow such instructions as "If a new
month’s data shows less than a 95% consistency with the
knowledge base, update the knowledge to im:orlXm~ the
new data and then use characterization operators to seek
out possible explanations why the behavior has changed in
the new month" cur "if a high-twgency network fault is
detected, access the knowledge base to predict the location
of the problem and the nature of a likely solution and
report it immediately."

In the presented examples, INLEN’s knowledge
generation operators were applied to databases in various
economic and demographic domains. The system’s
searches have unearthed some surprising facts. The
experiments described here illustrate smue of the potential
capabilities of the application of integrated learning
strategies to large databases and indicate Chat such an
application has the potential for ~ining impoftaBt but
heretofore m~mown findings within the data.

Whether this or any other multistrategy architectm~ is
used for data analysis, the tagk of database exploration
presents certain woblems not often faced by the learning
components. When learning tools are turned toward such
knowledge discovery problems, they should be equipped to
rewesent rich domaln knowledge, handle very sparse data
sets, and be prepared to integrate data from different
sources. This paper has described approaches to each of
these woblems.

The goal of all of these features is to facilitate INLEN’s
compatibility with real-wofld databases. "Fue tools that
serve as knowledge generation opemu~ c~m then perform
at a high level on real-wofld problems as well as on
carefully supervised data sets, while their integration

results in a multistrategy system not limited to a narrow
class of discovery tasks.
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